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HÅG CAPISCO®

THE SADDLE CHAIR™

HÅG Capisco is inspired by the horse rider’s saddle 
and sitting posture. No one sits as actively as a rider 
in the saddle. When you work seated on a HÅG Cap-
isco, you’ll be inspired to greater freedom of move-
ment, variation and new natural sitting positions. HÅG 
Capisco allows you to sit as high or low as you want. 
No other task chair adapts so well to work surfaces of 
different heights. Sit down and adjust it from a normal 
table height to a sit-stand position. 
 
Its award-winning design fits into creative meeting 
rooms and any other place where you want to work 
and move in different ways. It’s also a great chair for 
dentists and surgeons who work in semi-standing 
positions, or when used back-to-front so that the back 
panel supports the chest. Experience the numerous 
benefits of this unique sitting solution.  

HÅG Capisco model 8106 was the world’s first task 
chair to be granted the right to use the official Nordic 
eco-label, the Swan.  

 
Design: Peter Opsvik.  
Patent- and design protected.

Up and down.
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No other task chair adapts so 
well to work surfaces of  
different heights.
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HÅG Capisco 8106

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT
The chair can be adjusted from 
a low sitting position to a sit-
stand position.

FOOT SUPPORT
Provides a comfortable way to 
vary the position of your feet.

THE SADDLE SEAT
The unique shape of the seat 
inspires movement and new  
sitting positions.

HEADREST (OPTIONAL)
The headrest gives you rest and 
support for shoulders, neck and 
head. The gap between the 
chair and the headrest allows 
more freedom of movement.

HÅG STEPUP® (OPTIONAL)
Provides two extra levels for 
placing your feet.

HÅG FOOT RING (OPTIONAL)
Extra level for rest and support 
for feet.

ADJUSTMENT FEATURES
• Headrest
• Seat height
• Seat depth
• Back height
• Backward tilt tension
• Lockable tilt
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NORDIC ECOLABEL

HÅG Capisco 8106 in Fame
231  057

Physical measurements HÅG Capisco  8105  8106  8126  8107  8127

Seat height 150 mm gas lift [1]  410-550* 410-550*  420-560*  410-550*  420-560*

Seat height 200 mm gas lift [1]  485-660  485-660  495-670  485-660  495-670

Seat height 265 mm gas lift [1]  570-810  570-810  580-820  570-810  580-820

Height of backrest [2]  -  480  480  480  480

Height of foremost support 
point on backrest [3]  -  170-260  170-260  170-260  170-260

Height of foremost support 
point on headrest [4]  -  -  -  560-780  560-780

Seat depth [5]  -  370-460  370-460  370-460  370-460

Seat width [7]  490  490  460  490  460

Max. chair width [8]  -  580  580  580  580

Footbase diameter [9]  700  700  700  700  700

Weight  7.5 kg  14.0 kg  14.5 kg  15.5 kg  16.0 kg

Measurements in mm. Measured with 64 kg load. Where a chair is adjustable, minimum and maximum measurements are listed.  
Tilt range is 17° backwards from a neutral position 5° to the rear. 
Please note that these measurements are not absolute. They may vary slightly from chair to chair. 
* Standard lift according to EN 1335 Class A.

A: Mid-point of chair, loaded with 64 kg. 
S: Foremost point of back, reference point for measurement of back support adjustment.

AWARDS


